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NOIUH - I IO I JAND TECHNICAL NOTE 
THE HORN BASIS OF A SET OF CLAUSES 
JEAN-JACQUES HI~BRARD AND PHILIPPE LUQUET 
I> We formalize the idea that a set of propositional clauses that is not 
Horn-renamable can still be partially so. We show that for any finite set of 
clauses S defined on a set of variables V, there exists a largest subset U of 
V, with regard to inclusion, such that S is Horn-renamable with respect o 
U; we call it the Horn basis of S. If the Horn basis is not empty and S 
contains no unit clause, then deciding whether S is satisfiable reduces to 
deciding whether a proper subset of S is satisfable. We show that the 
Horn basis can be computed in linear time. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1998 <1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p be a variable occurring in a propositional formula; we say that we rename p 
if we replace every occurrence of p by ~ p and every occurrence of -7 p by p. A 
set of clauses is said to be Horn-renamable if it can be transformed into a Horn set 
by renaming some variables [12-14]. The relevance of this transformation comes 
from the fact that renaming preserves atisfiability, and that one can decide in 
lin.ear time whether a Horn set is satisfiable [8, 10]. Various linear algorithms for 
deciding whether a set of clauses is Horn-renamable have been proposed [1, 5, 11]. 
In this paper, we formalize the idea that a set of clauses that is not Horn-renama- 
ble can still be partially so. 
Let V be a set of variables, S a set of clauses defined on V, and U _ V. We say 
that S is a U-Horn set if every clause of S containing a positive literal on U is a 
Horn clause and only contains literals defined on U. Note that our definition allows 
a clause of S to contain negative literals on U together with literals on V \  U, 
provided that it does not contain any positive literal on U. Obviously, S is a Horn 
set iff S is a V-Horn set. S is said to be a U-Horn-renamable set if it can be 
transformed into a U-Horn set by renaming some variables. We show that there 
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exists a largest subset U of V, with regard to inclusion, such that S is U-Horn- 
renamable. This subset of V will be called the Horn basis of S and be denoted by 
Basis(S). It is clear that S is Horn-renamable iff Basis(S)= V. We show that 
Basis(S) can be computed in linear time by using Aspvall's reduction of the Horn 
renaming problem to the 2-Satisfiability problem [1]. 
Our definition of U-Horn-renamable s ts results from a thorough analysis of the 
directed graph that expresses the constraints of Horn renaming; this graph is 
similar to the "implication graph" introduced by Aspvall et al. [2] for deciding in 
linear time whether a set of binary clauses is satisfiable. 
Let us now assume that S contains no unit clause. If S is Horn-renamable then 
S is satisfiable, since any Horn set that contains no unit clause is satisfiable. Let 
Rest(S) denote the set of clauses obtained from S by removing all of the clauses 
containing a literal defined on Basis(S). We will show that S is satisfiable iff 
Rest(S) is satisfiable. Thus the satisfiability problem for S reduces to the satisfia- 
bility problem for a proper subset of S, provided that Basis(S) is not empty. It is 
worth noting that the Horn basis of Rest(S) itself may not be empty. In this case, 
the set Rest(Rest(S)) is properly included in Rest(S), and S is satisfiable iff 
Rest(Rest(S)) is satisfiable. One can repeat this simplifying process until one 
obtains a set of clauses with an empty Horn basis. Let us stress that it is reasonable 
to assume that S contains no unit clause, since otherwise we can apply unit 
resolution to S, and unit resolution has linear complexity (see [7], for example). 
The class of q-Horn sets has been introduced by Boros et al. [3]. This class 
contains, in particular, the Horn-renamable s ts and the sets of clauses containing 
at most two literals. The satisfiability problem for q-Horn sets can be solved in 
linear time, and a linear algorithm for recognizing them is presented in [4]. We can 
characterize the q-Horn sets with the notion of Horn basis in the following way: S 
is a q-Horn set iff every clause of S contains at most two literals defined on 
V\Basis(S). It is clear that if Basis(S) is known, one can decide in linear time 
whether S is a q-Horn set. 
A related problem is to find U_  V such that the set obtained from S by 
removing all occurrences of variables in U is Horn-renamable and card(U) is 
minimal. Chandru and Hooker [6] showed that the associated ecision problem is 
NP-hard. 
A different notion of partial "Horn-renamability" is to find a renaming that 
transforms S into S', so that the number of Horn clauses in S' is maximal. 
Unfortunately, the associated ecision problem is NP-hard, too. This can be shown 
by giving a reduction from the NP-complete problem Maximum-2-Satisfiability [9, 
p. 259]. This problem can be defined as follows: given a set of clauses S such that 
each clause of S contains exactly two literals, and a positive integer k, is there a 
truth assignment of the variables of S that satisfies at least k clauses of S? The 
reduction is obtained by observing that if S is a set of clauses such that each clause 
of S contains exactly two literals, then there exists an assignment of the variables 
of S that satisfies at least k clauses of S iff there exists a renaming that transforms 
S into S' so that S' contains at least k Horn clauses. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us recall that a literal is a propositional variable p or its negation -~ p. The 
literals of the form p (resp. ~ p) are called positive (resp. negative). A clause C is 
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a finite set of  literals. If C contains at most one positive literal, C is called a Horn 
clause, and if card(C) = 1, C is said to be a unit clause. 
Let p be a variable and l a literal. If l =p  (resp_ 1 = ~ p), we write i =: ~ p 
(resp. i=p) .  Let L be a set of  literals. We write L for the set { i l l •L} .  L is 
consistent if it does not contain l and ] for any literal l; otherwise it is inconsistent. 
Throughout  the paper, S denotes any finite set of clauses and V the set of 
propositional variables occurring in S. We say that we rename p in S if we replace 
every occurrence of p by -7 p and every occurrence of ~ p by p. 
Let U c V, Lit(U) denotes the set of literals defined on U, i.e., Lit(U) =: U U 
{7 pip • U}. I f  C c_Lit(U), C is said to be a clause on U. A clause on U that is a 
Horn clause is said to be a Horn clause on U. A set of literals L is complete for U if 
L U Z = Lit(U). 
Let M be a set of literals consistent and complete for V. M is a model o[ S if 
for every C•S  we have CnM4=Q.  If S has a model, then S is said to be 
satisfiable. 
3. U-HORN-RENAMABLE SETS 
The idea behind the following definitions is that a set of  clauses that is not 
Horn-renamable can still be partially so. 
Definition 3.1. Let U _c V. S is U-Ilorn if every clause of S containing a positive 
literal f rom Lit(U) is a Horn clause on U. 
Example 3.1. Let V={p,q,r ,s , t ,u,v},  S0={{p,~q,~s} ,  {~p,q , -~s} ,  {~p,s} ,  
{~r ,~s} ,  { -~p,~t ,~u},  {r,-~u,v}, {r,t ,~u,-~u}, {~t,u,c},{t,u}} and U= 
{p, q, s} _c V. S o is U-Horn. The first three clauses are Horn clauses on U, and the 
others contain no positive literal from Lit(U). 
Notice that the clauses of a U-Horn set can be of three types: 
• Horn clauses on U; 
• clauses on V containing negative literal(s) from Lit(U) together with literal(s) 
from Lit(V\  U), but containing no positive literal from Lit(U); 
• clauses on V \  U. 
Definition 3.2. Let U_c V. S is U-Horn-renamable if we can transform S into a 
U-Horn set by renaming some variables. We write Rest(S,U) for the set 
{C • SiC n Lit(U) = Q}. 
Example 3.2. S o is U-Horn-renamable,  Rest(So, U) = {{r, ~ u, u}, {r, t, ~ u, ~ u}, 
{-7 t, u, u}, {t, u}}. Let U' = {p, q, r, s}. So is U' -Horn-renamable (rename rl. We 
have Rest(So, U')  = {{ ~ t, u, u},{t, u}}. 
Proposition 3.1. If S is U-Horn-renamable and contains no unit clause, then S is 
satisfiable iff Rest(S, U) is satisfiable. 
PROOF. (~)  Obvious, since Rest(S,U) is a subset of S. (~)  Particular case: S is 
U-Horn. Let M be a model (on V\U)  of Rest(S,U) and I=  {7 pip • U}. Then 
I U M is a model of S. Indeed, for any C • S, either C • Rest(S, U) and C C~ M ~ Q, 
or C n I 4= Q (for S is U-Horn and card(C)>_ 2). General case: S is U-Horn- 
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renamable. Follows immediately from the preceding case for renaming preserves 
satisfiability. [] 
The definition of the Horn basis of S is based on the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.2. Let U 1 c V and U 2 c V. If S is U1-Horn-renamable and U2-Hom- 
renamable, then S is ( U 1 u Uz )-Horn-renamable. 
The proof is given in Section 4. 
Definition 3.3. Let U 1 . . . . .  U k be all of the subsets of V, such that S is U/-Horn- 
renamable and B = U 1 u ... u Uk. It follows from Proposition 3.2 that S is 
B-Horn-renamable. The set B will be called the Horn basis of S and will be 
denoted by Basis(S). We write Rest(S) = Rest(S, Basis(S)). 
Example 3.3. Basis(S o) = {p, q, r, s} and Rest(S o) = {{ ~ t, u, v},{t, u}}. 
Corollary 3.3. If S contains no unit clause, then S is satisfiable iff Rest(S) is satisfiable. 
Accordingly, if S contains no unit clause and Basis(S) is not empty, the 
satisfiability problem for S reduces to the satisfiability problem for a proper subset 
of S. Observe that the Horn basis of Rest(S) itself may not be empty. 
Example 3.4. Basis(Rest(So)) = {t, u, v} (rename u). Rest(Rest(So)) = •, hence S O 
is satisfiable and { ~ p, --1 q, r, ~ s, ~ t, u, ~ v} is a model of S 0. 
If  Basis(Rest(S)) is not empty, then Rest(Rest(S)) is properly included in 
Rest(S). We may repeat this reduction process until we obtain a set of clauses with 
an empty Horn basis. We write Iterated-Rest(S) for the subset of S recursively 
defined by: if Basis(S)= Q~ then Iterated-Rest(S)= S otherwise Iterated-Rest(S)= 
Iterated-Rest(Rest(S)). It follows from Corollary 3.3 that if S contains no unit 
clause, then S is satisfiable iff Iterated-Rest(S) is satisfiable; in particular, if 
Iterated-Rest(S) is empty, then S is satisfiable. 
In Section 5 we describe an algorithm that calculates Basis(S) with complexity 
O(N) (where N is the sum of the lengths of the clauses of S). Observe that if 
Basis(S) is known, then it is easy to calculate Rest(S) in O(N) time. Thus we may 
obtain Rest(S) from S in O(N) time. If  Basis(S) is not empty, the set of variables 
on which Rest(S) is defined is properly included in V; accordingly, the calculation 
of Iterated-Rest(S) requires at most n steps (where n =card(V)), and then is 
achieved in O(nN) time. 
4. RELATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE NOTION OF HORN RENAMING 
Any renaming will be represented by a set of literals R, consistent and complete 
for V, according to the following convention: the variable p is renamed iff 
p ~ R. Let U __c_ V. A renaming on U is a consistent set of literals that is complete 
for U. Let R be a renaming on U and p ~ U; we write R(p) =p and R(~ p)  = -~ p 
if p ~ R (p  is not renamed), and we write R(p) = --1 p and R(~ p) =p if ~ p ~ R 
(p  is renamed). Notice that for any renaming R on U and any literal l ~ Lit(U), 
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R(l) is positive iff l eR .  For every clause C on U, R(C) denotes the set 
{R(l)ll • C}. 
A Horn renaming H (for S) is a renaming on V such that for every clause C • S, 
H(C) is a Horn clause. According to the above remark, H is a Horn renaming iff 
card(C n H)  _< 1 for every clause C • S. 
Example4.1. S 1 ={{~p, ~q, ~s},{r,s},{p,q,-~s},{p, ~r}}. The set {~p,  q, -~r, 
s} is a Horn renaming for S~. 
Let l and t be two literals belonging to the same clause of S. If H is a Horn 
renaming, it cannot contain both l and t; more precisely, if l • H, then t • H. This 
s 
leads us to define the relation ~ on the literals: 
s 
! ~ t i f f  there exists C • S such that l • C, t • C and l 4; ~. 
S* S 
We denote by ~ the reflexive and transitive closure of ~ ,  and for every 
S* 
literal l, Clos(l) denotes the set {tll =~ t}. A set of literals L is said to be S-closed if 
(l • L and l s t) implies t • L. Notice that L is S-closed iff Clos(l) c_ L for every 
S* S* 
l • L. Observe that l s t iff t s i, and l ~ t iff t ~ ] (duality). A S-closed renaming 
S 
on U is a renaming on U that is S-closed. The directed graph associated with 
will be denoted by G(S). 
Example 4.2. The reduced graph associated with G(S o) is drawn in Figure l. The 
strongly connected com_ponents of G(S 0) are F l = { -~ p, ~ q, -7 s}_, F 2 = {r}, F 3 = 
{t, u, t~, ~ t, ~ u, -~ v}, F 2 = { ~ r}, and F 1 = {p, q, s}. Observe that F 1 is a S0-closed 
renaming on {p, q, s}, and if2 w Pl is a S0-closed renaming on {p, q, r, s}. 
The following proposit ion states that the notion of a U-Horn-renamable set as 
defined in Section 3 and the notion of S-closed renaming on U are "equiw~lent." 
Proposition 4.1. S is U-Horn-renamable iff there exists a S-closed renaming on U. 
PROOV. ( = ) Let X _c V such that the renaming of the variables of  X transforms S
into a U-Horn set. Let H= {~plP  • UNX} U {pip • U\X}.  By definition, H is 
consistent and complete for U. Let us show that H is S-closed. Let l and t be two 
literals such that l • H and l s t. There exists C • S such that l, ~ • C and l ~ t. 
Let C' be the clause obtained from C by renaming the variables of X. C' contains 
H(l), and H(l) is a positive literal, since l • H. Consequently, C' is a Horn clause 
on U. Hence ~ • Lit(U), H(-t) is negative, t ~ H, and then t • H. 
FI • F2 
N ¢ F~ 
FIGURE 1. Reduced graph of G(So). 
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(~)  Let H be a S-closed renaming on U, and S' be the set of clauses obtained 
from S by renaming the variables p such that -1 p ~ H. Let us show that S' is 
U-Horn. Let C ~ S and C' be the corresponding clause in S'. Assume that C' 
contains a positive literal, say l', from Lit(U). Let l ~ C, such that 1'= H(l). We 
have l ~ H, since H(l)  is positive. Let t ~ C, t v~ l. We have l s ~ and then t ~ H, 
for H is S-closed. Consequently, ~ ~ Lit(U), t ~ H, and thus H(t) is negative. This 
shows that C' is a Horn clause on U. [] 
Example 4.3. Let U' = {p, q, r, s}. So is U'-Horn-renamable and {p, q, ~ r, s} is a 
S0-dosed renaming on U'. 
The proof of Proposition 3.2 is based on Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.2. 
Lemma 4.2. I f  L is a S-closed set of literals and l is a literal such that 2 ~ L, then 
Clos(l) (~ L = (D. 
S* S* 
PROOF. Let t ~ Clos(l). We have l ~ t and then t =* i by duality. If t E L then 
~ L, and i ~ L, since L is S-closed. Contradiction. [] 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.2. By Proposition 4.1 there exist R1 and R 2 S-closed 
renamings on U1 and U 2, respectively. The set R = R 1 u (R 2 \R1)  is consistent and 
complete for /_/1 t_; U 2. Let us show that R is S-closed. Let l c R. If l ~ R~, then 
Clos(l) cRa cR ,  for R 1 is S-closed. If l E Rz \R I ,  then Clos(l)cc_R 2. Lemma 4.2 
with L=R 1 shows that Clos(l)c_(R2\R1)c_R. The conclusion follows from 
Proposition 4.1. [] 
s 
Finally, the Horn basis can be expressed in terms of the relation =*. 
Proposition 4.3. Basis(S) = { p ~ VIClos( p ) consistent or Clos( ~ p) consistent}. 
PROOF. Let p ~ V and R be a S-closed renaming on Basis(S). If p ~ Basis(S), 
then either p o r  -7 p belongs to R, therefore Clos(p) or Clos(~ p) is consistent. 
Now suppose Clos(p) is consistent (the other case is similar). Let U_  V be the set 
of variables occurring in Clos(p), i.e., U = {q ~ Vlq ~ Clos(p) or -7 q ~ Clos(p)}. 
By Proposition 4.1, S is U-Horn-renamable. Consequently, Uc_Basis(S)and p
Basis(S). [] 
Example 4.4. We have t ~ Basis(So), since t and ~ t belong to the same strongly 
connected component of G(So). Figure 1 shows that Basis(S o) = {p, q, r, s}. 
5. LINEAR ALGORITHM 
In [1] Aspvall gives a linear reduction of the Horn-renaming problem to the 
2-Satisfiability problem. We now show that the Horn basis of S can be computed in 
linear time by using Aspvall's reduction and the ideas developed in [2] for solving 
the 2-Satisfiability problem. 
Let S={C 1 .. . .  ,C m} and C i={ l  I . . . . .  lk(i)} ( l _< i<m) .  Let E be the set of 
clauses defined from S as follows: 
= q~(C1)  U "'" U ~o(Cm) , 
with 
~(Ci) = {Ci} if card(Ci) < 2, 
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otherwise 
~(Ci)={(ll y~},{ i l k~ i )} )U&( i ,2 )U . . .U~l , ( i , k ( i ) _ l )  , -7 Yk( i ) -  1, 
where 
O( i , j )={{~yj  1, ly},{~y/ 1,yj},{l j ,yj}) (2<_ j<_k( i ) - l ) ,  
i and Yl . . . . .  Yk(i)- 1 are new variables associated with C i (i.e. yj fE V). 
Let N=card(C l )+ ... +card(Cm). Notice that G(E) contains O(N)  arcs, 
whereas G(S) can contain ®(N 2) arcs. The following proposition is a straightfor- 
ward consequence of the definition of E. Its proof is left to the reader. 
S* ~* 
Proposition 5.1. Let l, t ~ Lit(V), we have l ~ t iff l ~ t. 
S • 
Let p ~ V. It follows from Proposition 4.3 that p ~ Basis(S) iff p ~ ~ p and 
S* ~* E* 
p ~ p, therefore p f~ Basis(S) iff p ~ ~ p and ~ p ~ p. Consequently, p
Basis(S) iff p and -~ p do not belong to the same strongly connected component of 
G(~).  Thus the Horn basis of S can be obtained in time O(N) by using Tarjan's 
linear algorithm [15] for computing the strongly connected components of G(~). 
Moreover, the fact that Tarjan's algorithm processes the strongly connected 
components in reverse topological order allows us to compute in linear time a 
S-closed renaming on Basis(S). 
We thank the referees for helpful comments on the presentation f this paper. 
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